Parts
Dedication

Our dedication to our customers is not limited by the brand of equipment they own. We offer OEM parts for our equipment, as well as a line of best-fit PDQ parts for competitive equipment, that are developed by our in-house engineers and built at one of our three American manufacturing companies. Both product lines are expertly crafted to the highest standards, guaranteed by the same 6-month, 1,000-hour warranty and supported throughout the lifespan of the machine.
Our experienced parts team is dedicated to extending the life of KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens equipment with OEM parts. OEM parts are designed and manufactured to the precise specifications of our equipment, ensuring the best quality, fit and safety.

By using our competitively-priced, highly-dependable OEM parts, producers can improve production, prolong machine life and increase resale value. A team of experts is available 24/7 to assist our customers with all of their parts needs. Through our investment in resources, training and inventory, we’re committed to seeing our customers through the unexpected. Every minute, every hour, every day.
We offer thousands of after-market parts that are engineered for a wide range of aggregate equipment through our exclusive PDQ product line. With our continually growing collection of PDQ parts, producers will receive high-performance, after-market parts at competitive prices.

Unlike will-fitters, who simply copy a design and make it fit, we use our strengths as an established American manufacturer – one with in-house design teams, experienced engineers, innovative product development and true manufacturing capabilities.
PDQ Parts Offering

**Cedarapids®/ElJay® Wear/Repair Parts**
- ElJay® Cone Crushers
- Cedarapids® Cone Crushers
- ElJay® Horizontal Screens
- Cedarapids® Horizontal Screens
- Cedarapids® Jaw Crushers
- Cedarapids® Feeders
- Cedarapids® Impact Crushers

**Eagle® Wear/Repair Parts**
- Eagle® Fine Material Washers
- Eagle® Coarse Material Washers
- Eagle® Log Washers

**Manganese Liners**
Multiple lines of jaw and cone crushers

**Track-Mounted Parts**
- Powerscreen® idlers
- Powerscreen® pulleys
- Powerscreen® bearings
- Powerscreen® components

**Conveyor Componentry**
- Belt cleaners
- Reducers
- Bearings

**Engineered Solutions**
- Redesign of conveyor drives
- Retrofitting log washers
- Other custom solutions
S-Series

S-Series is an exclusive, extremely competitively-priced line of cone liners and jaw dies from KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens that has been developed by Astec Industries foundry specialists. These highly-trained experts specialize in metallurgy and quality of parts that can only be found through KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens. Results proven by customers in the field show that S-Series manganese performs at least 16 percent better than other leading, brand-name manganese.

Immediate shipments are available for most S-Series parts stocked at the factory. Dealers can take advantage of a flexible bulk ordering program with special discounts for direct-container load and less-than-container-load shipments that will help ensure stock for their customers. Producers should consult with their local dealer to analyze their operation’s wear parts needs, plan ahead and pre-order parts to eliminate unnecessary downtime.

S-Series parts are stocked standard at the factory with 18 percent manganese content. Fourteen and 21 percent manganese options are available for any desired configuration and pattern. Special designs can be developed upon request by our highly-trained foundry specialists.
Blow Bars

Our OEM and PDQ blow bars are offered in low chrome, medium chrome and high chrome content, with the option of ceramic. Producers can add ceramic to their blow bars for a marginal cost and it will **double the wear life** with no added risk of breakage.

Options include:

**High Chrome/Ceramic:** Use if low or medium chrome is showing accelerated wear, and the feed material is not consistently oversized and no metal is present.

**Medium Chrome/Ceramic:** Use if the application falls between low chrome and high chrome. Extended wear life gained by using medium over low chrome may not exceed the increased risk of breakage.

**Low Chrome/Ceramic:** Use if metal is present in the feed material, if oversized feed material is consistently fed to the impactor, or if the producer is unsure what application the impactor will be put in.
Pre-Order

Our exclusive pre-order program ensures product availability for producers and is designed to save time and money. No space for extra inventory? No problem. The pre-order program from KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens allows you to *arrange for multiple shipments* when it’s convenient for you. Contact your authorized KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens dealer today to take advantage of this exclusive pre-order program. Find your local dealer by visiting kpijci.com/dealer-locator.
Nothing in this advertisement should be taken as a claim that Kolberg-Pioneer, Inc., Johnson Crushers International, Inc. or Astec Mobile Screens (KPI-JCI-AMS) are affiliated with, sponsored by or licensed by Terex Corporation and Cedarapids, Inc., manufacturers of ELJAY™, CEDARAPIDS® and POWERSCREEN® products, or Eagle Iron Works, manufacturer of EAGLE™ washing equipment. ELJAY™ and CEDARAPIDS® are trademarks of Terex USA, LLC and/or Terex Corporation, POWERSCREEN® is a trademark of Terex GB, LLC of Northern Ireland and EAGLE™ is a trademark of Eagle Iron Works. Other names or designations for items of equipment described herein or offered for sale under our PDQ product line may be considered to be trademarks of the manufacturers of such products.